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anatomy and physiology of the biopotentials of sleep - tion of the brain that connects the cerebral
hemispheres with the spinal cord; the brainstem contains the midbrain, pons, and medulla), and the
cerebellum (which has two ... brain biopotentials. the brain is made up of billions of neurons. a brain wave .
effects of the functional state of the brain evoked by ... - seen in a number of cerebral pathologies:
mechanical and ischemic brain damage, convulsive activity, migraines, etc. [5, 10, 11, 14, 22, 25, 26, 29]. the
role of sd waves in the ... was a reduction in the coherence of biopotentials between symmetrical points in the
two hemispheres. research journal of pharmaceutical, biological and ... - functional state of the cerebral
hemispheres in epilepsy the functional state of the brain was assessed according to the indicators of computer
mapping of spatial synchronism of cortical biopotentials, reflecting the general activation, local changes in the
state of cortical zones, and interhemispheric relationships [5]. effects of microwave radiation and
strychnine on cerebral ... - on cerebral biopotentials in narcotized rats ... waves in the cerebral cortex of
both hemispheres and in the hippocampus [1], but does not prevent eeg- detected awakening reaction.
excitability of cerebral ... the brain during narcosis, when the inhibitory process- book reviews - jnnpj bookreviews neurosurgicaltechniquesbyalfonsoasenjovised and enlarged english edition. (pp. xvii + 339; 301
figs; illustrated. $19.75.) springfield, ill.: charles c ... neurobiological and psychophysiological
mechanisms of the ... - 1. mapping of brain eeg bioelectrical activity (beam-eeg), spectral analysis of eeg,
mapping of the dynamics of changes of cerebral hemispheres activated level in the course of asc
development, as well as some methods of coherent and harmonious analysis of brain biopotentials [3, 23]. 2.
coherence analysis of electrical activity in the rabbit ... - hemispheres and the ventrolateral nucleus of
the thalamus (vpl) of the left and right thalami ... dominant-state-specific organization of biopotentials in the
brain structures involved in supporting the blink re- flex. at the same time, structures responsible for sup- ...
areas of the cerebral cortex and the vpl nucleus of restoration of hemispherical symmetry of cerebral ...
- normal brain is characterized by symmetry in electri- cal activity of the right and left hemispheres [3,5,7,8].
various organic damages to the brain, bipolar disor- ders, and schizophrenia disturb the symmetry of bioelectric activity (bea) in the homologous subdivi- sions of cerebral hemispheres [1,5,7,8]. geometrical
patterns of coherence interactions of ... - the question of the reflection of human brain activity ... late
neurons in the cerebral cortex and their connections [4]. ... the spatial organization of biopotentials in the
theta, alpha, beta1 ... fundamentals of eeg measurement - the brain can be divided into three sections:
cerebrum, cerebellum, and brain stem. the cerebrum consists of left and right hemisphere with highly
convoluted surface layer called cerebral cortex. the cortex is a 1 dependence of sports results on the
plasticity of the ... - bioelectrical activity of the brain and should be taken into account in the justification of
various technologies of sports training of single ... that distribution of functions between the hemispheres
forms a mobile and ... recording and analyzing biopotentials in dynamics depending on the surface of the
cerebral cortex [19]. ... electroencephalography in infant mental health disorders ... - inter-hemispheric
coherence is associated with the deep parts of the brain (the activity of stem and diencephalic structures of
the brain). levels intrahemispheric connectivity biopotentials reflect the characteristics of cortical and thalamocortical interactions (boldyreva g., sharova u., dobronravova j., 2000; boldyreva g., 2000). it is research
journal of pharmaceutical, biological and ... - brain bioelectric activity differential spectrum function
caused by reading auditory and visual adjectives from a ... cortical delta-rhythm is connected with the slow
processes within the cerebral cortex. slow rhythms are ... differential spectral function caused by the
bioelectric activity (fba) for the left and the right hemispheres was redalyc. electroencephalographic
intercentral interaction ... - organization of brain electrical activity (electroencephalogram or eeg) in
various functional conditions. of specific importance is the study of eeg reorganization in organic brain damage
with various degrees of cerebral functioning disturbance. for several years, the use of eeg in neurosurgery has
been centered on the revelation of brain lesions.
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